interaction current leading to the 3-body lepton modes has the same isotopic transformation properties as the current to which the E meson is coupled in strong interactions. * In other words, we make the following assumptions:
(i) The interaction leading to the E,s, E"s modes has the form4 II.=&a g~gn" jx'+H. c, )i=S, l', 2',~, I'. (1) (We need not assume that the gii" and gq are the same for muon-neutrino and electron-neutrino vertices. ) ( ii) The baryon current transforms like an isotopic spinor (I=-, '). =Z~gi&~Ign" IEs&~e»' (5) However, by our assumption (iii), (5) must be zero, i.e. , 3f0=0.
(6) Furthermore, by our assumption (ii) we have
Thus, independent of any details of the structure of gn" we must have
This means that the transition probability for E+~' +p++v is one half of that of E'~+ p++v, i.e. , (E" '+p'+ ) = '(E' +-p++ ) (7) However, Eo is not a real particle. According to Lee, Oehme, and Yang, s E and X' are mixtures of the particles E»' and E2'. +v are equally frequent, a conclusion not inconsistent with the scanty data on the relative frequencies of these modes. This argument is independent of timereversal invariance. In this connection it is to be noticed that the greatest source of uncertainty in the theoretical predictions stems from the branching ratios of the E+ decay modes.
From an experimental point of view, the branching ratio of Ei'~z.++p++v will be quite difficult to measure, because of the particle mixture aspect of the E' particle. A more accurate measurement of the lifetime of E2' will constitute a direct test of the present theory. We must reiterate that it is not necessary to assume the universality of the Fermi interaction in our discussion and the clit" coupled to the pv and ev pairs can be different.
Similar relations connecting the transition amplitudes of lepton decays of hyperons also follow from the assumed isospinor character of the interaction current.
In the case of Z decay, one can compare the partial lifetimes for the decays of Zo and Z (rather than give a branching ratio); one has
In the decay of the cascade particles again, one has oo (==+X'+e +-u)/co (-' +2-++e + -i ) = These relations are independent of the (unknown) lepton momenta (and even of the assumption of a local interaction): but in view of the apparent absence of the lepton modes, they do not seem to be of any immediate interest.
These considerations are irrelevant for the E"2 and h. -+p+e + P modes.
EVIDENCE FROM THE NONLEI'TON MODES
The success of the chiral V -3 interaction' in the lepton processes lends credence to the possibility of constructing the nonleptonic weak interactions as the product of a (chiral) cos'(gs -Se)~& (1 -3r) (1 -$r).
With the experimental value r -0.14, we have~cos(ge -Se)~)~0.6 =cos61' and this limit is insensitive to r for small values of r.
This result depends only on the validity of time reversal invariance (and does not even depend on the spin of 8); it can serve as a test for (phenomenological) theories of the pion-pion interaction.
